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A World of Solutions

Pangborn Global Locations

Wheel & Air Blast Equipment
Rebuilds & Upgrades
Aftermarket Parts
Service & Support
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Trusted Brands Backed by 140+ Years of Experience
Pangborn is dedicated to providing superior shot blasting equipment and surface preparation
solutions to thousands of customers across a variety of industries, from foundry and forge to
automotive, aerospace and shipyard.
The diversity and flexibility of our solutions enables us to serve customers who are looking for
comprehensive turn-key solutions, as well as those who have very specific, a la carte needs. Working
closely with each customer, our sales, engineering, and service teams design best-in-class solutions
that help our customers drive operational excellence and realize improved total cost of ownership and
increased profitability.
We are more than just another supplier; we are a trusted partner and brand. With offices and support
personnel in Europe, North America and China, we bring 146 years of experience and expertise to
key markets and customers worldwide. By investing in and expanding these locations, Pangborn is
providing a superior level of service and performance around the world.
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The Pangborn Philosophy

1

Safety is our foundation.
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“Best in Breed” solutions for customers’ needs.
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Increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of surface
preparation systems.
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Our employees are our most valuable asset and we
focus on our customers’ requirements.
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Quality and timely service in the local market is the
key to success.
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Industries Served by Tailor-Made Blast Technology
Wheel and Air Blasting. Pangborn has entire lines of both wheel and air blast equipment for
applications that demand the most precise methods for clean surface preparation.
The flexible designs of our wheel and air blast cleaning equipment are achieved by varying the number
and placement of blast wheels and air nozzles, as well as incorporating various material handling
systems, to create innovative solutions that best meet your specific needs.
Shot Peening. Our shot peening systems are designed for precise results. Our testing lab facilities
allow us to simulate both wheel and air blast applications, ensuring your parts achieve the desired
finish and strength characteristics.
Blast Technologies. There are various fields of application in blast technologies, with one thing in
common – blasting is a technology which directs blast media onto a parts surface for tuning and
preparing miscellaneous surfaces.

Technologies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Descaling
Peening
Deburring
Sand Removal
Hardening
Surface Finishing
Etching
Cleaning
De-rusting
Coating Removal
Paint Stripping
Surface Cleaning
Preservation Lines

A World of Solutions

Aerospace

Agriculture

Automotive

Construction

Our impressive portfolio of
peening, cleaning and deburring
installations is built on decades
of experience collaborating with
the world’s leading aerospace
manufacturers to blast a wide
variety of aerospace components.

Leading agricultural and heavyequipment manufacturers rely on
our equipment for their surface
preparation needs. Our versatile
and broad line of products, make
us the ideal partner.

We are a leading supplier of metal
finishing and peening equipment
to global OEM and automotive
manufacturers. You will find our
equipment integrated into highvolume finishing lines throughout
the automotive industry.

From bridges to buildings,
we provide a wide range of
equipment and solutions
to support the construction
industry for steel or concrete
applications.

Defense

Energy & Power

Foundry & Forge

Metalworking

Peening, deburring and metal
cleaning are just some of the
applications we provide for
leading defense companies, as
well as equipment installations for
all branches of the armed forces.

The “green-energy” sector is a
growing part of our business and
a strong focus. Power plants,
turbines and wind mills are just
some of the industries where we
have a strong presence.

With a large global installed
base, we manufacture a variety of
solutions specifically designed for
foundry and forging applications.
Our heavy-duty designs are
reliable, versatile and proven to
provide superior results.

We offer machines to support the
construction of roads, bridges,
pipelines and many other metal
structures. Our proven blast
systems provide flexibility in
blasting a variety of fabricated
metal parts of all sizes and shapes.

Rail

Shipyards

Steel Industry

Special Applications

Our products are suited for high
production of carriers, frames,
engines, rail wheels, transmissions
and gears. Industry suppliers
– and maintenance and repair
companies – rely on our products
to help them process these and
other rail-related components.

Our broad product line is
found in shipyards worldwide.
Our equipment is used in fully
automated preservation lines,
treatment sections, profiles, steel
plates and other components.

Descaling coils, slabs, plates and
pipes are just some of the areas
where we excel and can assist
you. Our products are built to
accommodate a variety of sizes,
weights and shapes, making us
the vendor of choice to some of
the largest players in the global
steel industry.

We produce a wide array of
custom-designed equipment
for special applications. Our
engineering design teams can
handle the most demanding
special applications, including
anodes, pots, pans, smelters,
boilers, or special robotic handling.
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Innovative Engineering & Product Development
As a Pangborn customer, you will benefit from our extensive engineering capabilities located in Europe,
North America and China. Our engineers work together with you to create and fine tune products that
enhance your productivity.
Deep Industry Knowledge. Our cutting-edge technologies are the result of strong investment in
research and development. Our R&D teams focus on improving our designs and meeting quality
expectations while ensuring compliance with safety and environmental standards.
Testing Lab Demonstration Capabilities. To test our solutions, we operate demonstration and testing
facilities in three locations worldwide. Our unique simulation machines incorporate multiple blast
wheels, each of which can be repositioned to simulate a number of blast pattern objectives. When testing
is complete, you can be assured of efficient designs that deliver the highest performance and uptime.
Research and Development. After more than a
century in business, our passion for innovation and
knowledge of your challenges continues to grow. Our
proven commitment to provide to the customer the
best combination of technology, equipment, parts and
service is what sets us apart from others.
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A Full Line of Products
Wheel & Air Blast Equipment
We design and manufacture a variety of blasting
solutions for general or specific blasting applications.
Our flexible designs differ in the number and placement
of blast wheels and air nozzles, and incorporate
various material handling systems. In addition, we
offer complete air blast rooms to handle large and
difficult pieces. All air blast rooms are completely selfcontained, incorporating their own abrasive recycling
and environmental control systems.

Rebuilds & Upgrades
Save time and money by letting our engineering
experts evaluate the efficiency of your existing system
to recommend and implement the most economical
upgrade to ensure the best future blast performance.
Our upgrades are designed to provide longer service
life, accommodate a changing product mix, increase
efficiency, meet increased production needs and
improve environmental conditions — all for less than
the cost of a new blast machine.
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Service You Can Count On
We are Here to Assist You!
Our goal is simple: To minimize costly downtime by keeping your blast equipment running. That’s
why help is just a phone call away. Our knowledgeable inside sales and customer support team will
take care of your replacement needs, as well as troubleshoot any issues. In the event of a more serious
problem, they will quickly dispatch the necessary personnel to conduct an on-site inspection.

Aftermarket Parts
Depend on Pangborn when you need reliable, high-quality replacement parts. We have supplied
countless parts to thousands of companies around the world to keep their blast equipment running
at peak efficiency. We offer a complete line of quality aftermarket parts and stock thousands of critical
wear-resistant items, as well as other necessary components.

Maintenance & Inspection
Ensure the optimal and long-term machine performance with preventative maintenance, parts and
service from Pangborn. Frequent inspections and proper maintenance are fundamental to keeping
your blast equipment running efficiently. Let our service technicians conduct an on-site inspection and
help you create a maintenance schedule based on specific operating conditions. In addition you can
save shot blast material by always keep the machine adjusted to its optimum by our maintenance staff.

Service and Support Worldwide
Whether your needs center around equipment modernization, productivity increases, or improving
the quality and performance of your current equipment – our engineers have decades of experience
and understanding of foundries and descaling technology to assist you with these efforts.
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Spare & Wear Parts
• The newest equipment and latest technology
• All main wear parts directly from stock, several thousand products constantly in stock,
other units will be built on request
• Long-term availability of parts
• Worldwide overnight express shipping
• Highest quality standards
• Maximum plant availability
• Exact production tolerances ensure quick installation and switch-overs

Rebuilding/Plant Optimization
• Modernization and upgrades of equipment
• Comprehensive and timely repairs
• Adapting to higher environmental and safety standards
• Logistics and transport optimization
• Precisely tailored special solution to reduce blast cycle time
• In-house: plan, develop and manufacture of critical system parts
• Increase machine uptime and reliability which improves the cost and performance ratios

Training
• In-house at one of our testing lab demonstration centers
• On-site at customers’ facilities
• Process and plant training
• Tailored/customized programs
• Realized by our professional service technicians
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Put the Power of Pangborn to Work for You!
Pangborn Global Headquarters
4630 Coates Drive, Fairburn, Georgia 30213
P: +1 (404) 665-5700
T: +1 (800) 638-3000
F: +1 (404) 665-5701

Pangborn Germany
V+S Vogel & Schemmann Maschinen GmbH
Schwerter Strasse 200, D-58099 Hagen, Germany
P: +49 (0) 2331 965 3
F: +49 (0) 2331 965 521

Pangborn UK
Park Works, Bagillt Road, Greenfield, Holywell CH8 7EP United Kingdom
P: +44 (0) 1352 712412
F: +44 (0) 1352 710937

Pangborn Italy
Pangborn Europe S.r.l.
Via Enrico Fermi, 75 - 21042 Caronno Pertusella (VA) Italy
P: +39 02 963 9951
F: +39 02 965 6741

Email: info@pangborn.com • Web: www.pangborn.com

